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Abstruct- In third generation (3G) cellular networks, base
stations ate connected to base station controllers by pointto-point (usually TlIE1) links. However, today’s TllEl based
hackhaul network is not a good match for next generation
wireless networks because symmetric T l s is not an efficient way
to carry bursty and asymmetric data traffic. In this paper, we
propose designing an IEEE 802.16-based wireless radio access
network to carry the traffic from the base station to the radio
network controller. 802.16 has several characteristics that make
it a better match for 3 6 radio acres%networks including its
support for Time Division Duplex mode that supports asymmetry
eficiently.
In this paper, we tackle the following question: given a layout
of base stations and base station controllers, how do we design
the topology of the 802.16 radio access network connecting the
base stations to the base station controller that minimizes the
number of 802.16 links used while meeting the expected demands
of traffic frodto the base station?? We make three contributions:
we first sbow that finding the optimal solution to the problem
is NP-hard, We then provide heuristics that perform close to
the optimal solution. Finally, we address the reliability issue of
failure of 802.16 links or nodes by designing algorithms to create
topologies that can handle single failures effectively.

I. INTRODUCTION
Third Generation (3G)wireless networks based on Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) technology are now being increasingly deployed throughout the world. As of March 2004,
there were over 200 million CDMA subscribers worldwide [I].
3G CDMA networks such as CDMA2000 IX allows doubling
of voice capacity over regular CDMA and CDMA2000 EVDO supports high-speed wireless data with peak rates of up
to 2.4 Mbps.
In these third generation cellular networks, the base stations
are connected .to radio network controllers or base station
controllers by point-to-point (usually TlE1) links as shown
in Figure l(a). These links, also called backhaul links, are
expensive and their use imposes an on-going cost on the
service providers. As more of the current CDMA subscribers
migrate to higher capacity CDMA2000 and high-speed wireless data based on CDMA2000 EV-DO. the current radio
access network will increasingly become a bottleneck. forcing
service providers to add more of these costly Tl/El links to
support the higher capacity air interface.
In addition. today’s TIE1 based backhaul network is not
a good match for third generation wireless networks due to
the following reasons: 1) T l E 1 , which provides symmetric
bandwidth in both uplink and downlink. while a good fit
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for carrying voice traffic, is not well suited for bursty and
asymmetric data traffic; 2) Tl/Els are a source of reliability
problems as adding redundancy through additional point-topoint links is expensive; 3) T l E 1 provisioning can take
significant time (in some cases, months) limiting the service
providers ability to react quickly to changing demands.
In this paper, we propose designing a wireless radio access
network to carry the traffic from the base stations to the
radio network controller. While fixed wireless systems based
on LMDSMMDS technology have been around for decades,
they haven’t been really successful in backhaul applications to
date since they have been based on proprietary technologies
that results in lock-in and high cost. However, with the
recent ratification of the IEEE 802.16 wireless metropolitan
area network (WirelessMAN) standard [2], the cost of fixed
wireless systems should be dramatically lower. According to
WiMAX forum, an 802.16 Base Station should cost less than
$20000 and an 802.16 Subscriber Station should cost less than
$300 [3], eventually reaching the same cost as an 802.11 card
($301 .
Apart from the low cost, several OF the 802.16 features
appear a good fit for the wireless radio access network application. IEEE 802.16 has support for X m e Division Duplex
(TDD) mode that enables dynamically adjusting to bursty
and asymmetric data traffic. E E E 802.16 has both pointto-multipoint and multi-hop mesh support. Mesh support is
extremely useful when the base station controller is out of
the range of a base station but can be reached in a multi-hop
manner through other intermediate base stations. IEEE 802. I6
base station controls and allocates resources to subscriber
stations in both uplink and downlink, thus enabling the support
for multiple quality of service classes (a necessity in tightly
synchronized CDMA networks). IEEE 802.16 operates in
both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight modes, thus allowing
deployments in regions where there is no direct line-of-sight.
Finally, managing uncertain demands is easy as the service
provider can enable more on-site 802.16 links dynamically
rather than wait for T l E l provisioning.
In this paper, we tackle the following question: given a
network layout (base stations and base station controllers),
what is the optimal algorithm for designing the topology of
the 802.16 radio access network connecting the base stations
to the base station controller that minimizes the number of
802.16 links used while meeting the expected demands of
traffic f r o d t o the base stations? We make three contributions:
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Fig. 1. Architecture

we first show that finding h e optimal solution lo the problem
is NP-hard. We then provide algorithms that come close to
the optimal soluiion. Finally. we address the reliability issue
of failure of 802.16 links or nodes by designing algorithms to
create topologies that can handle single link or node failures
effectively.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 11,
we present background and related work. Section 111, we
motivate the benefits of an 802.16 radio access network. In
Section IV. we formally define the topology design problem
and show that finding the optimal solution to the problem
is NP-hard. In Section V, we provide an integer program
formulation to the problem and detail our greedy algorithm
for designing the 802.16-basedradio access network. In Section VI, we address the issue of topology design that are
resilient to single link and node failures by showing thar the
optimal solutions to these problems are NP-hard and detail
our greedy algorithm for solving this problem. In Section VII,
we evahate our algorithms through simulations based on the
base station layout of a large service provider in the United
States and show that the algorithm delivers performance close
to the optimal solution. Finally, in Section VIII, we present
our conclusions.
11. RELATEDWORK
One effective way to reduce radio access network costs is
to replace the point-to-point links in the current architecture
with an IP-based Radio Access Network [4], [ 5 ] , [6] (IP-based
RAN). This allows statistical multiplexing of traffic within the
RAN resulting in cost savings as long as appropriate QoS
can be ensured. Seyeral researchers have proposed solutions
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for addressing quality of service (QoS) issues in IP-based
RANs [7], [8], [ 5 ] . The question of connectivity. i.e. how best
to connect base stations to the radio network controllers in
the IP-based RAN, was addressed by [SI.However, all these
solutions assume that the IP-based RAN consists only of wired
links. Wireless connections based on 802.16 allow the operator
to connect the base stations together directly, resulting in even
lower costs than a wired IP-based RAN.
Problems similar to the ones tackled in this paper have
been considered in other contexts. For example, researchers
have looked at problems of reducing the wiring cost in a
wireline network. [lo] assumes there is only one cable type
of bandwidth I; and there is at most one cable between a pair
of nodes. The cost of a cable i s proportional to the distance
between two nodes that it connects. There is a root node and
a set of demands from other nodes to Ihc root node. The goal
is to find a minimum steiner tree rooted at T such that the total
demands of any subtree is not greater than k . [ l l ] looks at a
generalized version of the problem where there are multiple
cable types of different costs and each pair of nodes can be
connected by multiple cables of different types. The goal is
to minimize the total cable costs without limiting the solution
to be a tree. Although h e objectives of the two problems are
close to ours, that is to reduce the cost of connecting nodes
meeting a given set of demands, our problem of minimizing
wireless links is quite different from minimizing wiring cost
in wireline network. In the wireless case, we do not have the
choices of different cable types between a pair of nodes. In
fact, the capacity 0f.a wireless link between a pair of nodes
is a function of distance and transmission power. In addition,
the cost of a wireless link does not depend on the distance but
is equal to the fixed cost of installing a transmitter/receiver at
both ends of the link.
The link/mde failure resiliency problem considered in this
paper is closely related to the problems of finding the 2-edge
connected subgraph and the 2-vertex connected subgraph b a t
are all NP-hard problems. However, the problems considered
in this paper are even harder to approximate due to the capacity
constraints of wireless links. A 2-edge (2-vertex) connected
graph is not necessarily resilient to single link (node) failure
in our case, There is work [12] to find the 2-edge (2-vertex)
connected graph accounting for capacity constraints. It takes
the same network and demand models as in [ 101 and asks for
a minimum cost spanning network such that the removal of
the root node and its incident edges breaks the network into
a number of components, each of which is 2-edge (2-vetex)
connected with a totd demand I;. However, these wireline
resiliency problems again have different constraints. It assumes
that all the cables are of the same type and of same capacity
k and the cost of connecting two nodes is proportional to the
distance.
111. MOTIVATION
There are two main performance benefits to replacing the
current point-to-point TlE1 -based backhaul with a 802.16based wireless radio access network. First, 802.16 has support
for Time Division Duplex which allows adapting to asymmetry in uplinlddownlink traffic while the symmetric nature
of Tl/Els require capacity provisioning that can handle the
maximum of uplinlddownlink traffic. Second, a mesh-based

shown in Figure 2. There are 56 base stations with peak load
less than or equal to 40 resource units and all base stations
have peak load 80 units or less. It is clear from the figure that
there is significant variation in load among the different base
stations,
IF this load has to be accommodated by using the current
architecture where there is no sharing among base stations, we
would require radio access network capacity of 288s units.
This is the sum of all peak demands over all base stations.
However. if all the demands can he satisfied by 3 single-hop
802.16 based architecture, then only 1525 units of capacity is
necessary. This is the peak demand of all base stations at any
time and is much smaller since the load from different base
stations can be time-multiplexed on this “common” 802.16based backhaul, However, the pure approach assumes that the
RNC is reachable from every base station which may not be
feasible in some cases due to transmission range limitations.
We can use the multi-hop 802.16 mesh network for these
case where some base stations use other base stations as relay
to reach the RNC. This might increase the channels needed.
However, since the 3G base stations are usually placed not
very far from each other in order to provide good coverage to
an area, (see Figure 9 for the layout of a real deployment), the
additional channels required for multi-hop routing is minimal.
Thus, this section motivates our proposed architecture by
illustrating the benefits of having an IEEE 802.16 based
architecture for the radio access network as it supports asymmevy and enables sharing of resources. This can result in
significant savings in backhaul costs, especially with busty
and asymmetric data traffic. However, in order to obtain this
benefit, we still need to solve the problem of how best to
connect the base stations to the RNC using 802.16 links such
that the traffic demands are satisfied. This is explored in more
detail in the rest of paper.
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Fig. 2. Peak demand across different base stations

802.16 radio access network allows for sharing of links that
is not feasible in current point-to-point networks.
As shown in Figure l(a), the current radio access network
consists of point-to-point T I E 1 links - this results in poor
utilization of resources as these links,cannot be shared between
base stations. Direct wired connectivity between base stations
is typically not feasible given constraints as to where cables
are laid; logical wired connectivity between two base stations
is possible but this would typically take a physical paths that
would go from one base station to a central office back to the
second base station. resulting in much longer physical path
and higher costs; thus. architecture is Figure ](a) is typically
adopted today.
In the case of a wireless radio access network. two base
stations can easily be directly connected by a wireless link.
Furthermore, given that cellular base stations are mounted
on high towers (typically 30 meters above the ground) for
better cellular coverage. line-of-sight is typically not an issue
and directional antenna can be employed to increase the
transmission range andlor throughput. Direct connectivity is
thus not possible only when the wireless signal is not reachable
from one base station to another because of either significant
distance between the two nodes or the presence of a large
obstacle that dissipates the wireless signal. These cases can be
handled by a multihop wireless network allowing selected base
stations to connect to the RNC by using other base stations as
relay nodes. Additional relay nodes can be added such that ail
base station can be connected to RNC as shown in Figure l(b).
In order to quantify the benefits of the statistical multiplexing in the proposed architecture over the current architecture,
we conducted he following experiment. We obtained data
from a study [I31 that had the load distribution for 90 base
stations. While that study was for users of cellular voice
service, we extrapolated the voice usage to obtain a similar
distribution for wireless data load. Each user’s data requests
were modeled assuming a simple web session with exponentially distributed think times. The user power-uplpower-down
behavior was dictated by the model from [14] based on the
Metricom network. We further assumed that each data event
corresponded to the use of a single unit of resource. The
cumulative peak load distribution for the 90 base stations is

Iv. MODELSAND ASSUMPTIONS
In this section, we describe our model for an IEEE 802.16
network that is used as backhaul for 3G wireless network.
We consider a multi-hop 802.16 network where‘the nodes
communicate with each other via wireless links. Each node
in a network can communicate directly with a subset of the
other nodes in the network. We use a bidirectional link e =<
U , ‘U > to represent the fact that node ?J and node U. is within
the transmission range of each other. Since 802.16 allows
dynamic1 allocation of bandwidth between two directions of
one wireless link. we are only interested in the total. Therefore,
we denote r ( e ) ,the transmission rate of wireless link e, which
is the sum of transmission rates on both directions. Let us
denote the network by a graph G = (V, E ) where V represents
the set of nodes in the network and E the set of wireless links
in the network. Following the 802.16 protocol, we assume that
system operates in a synchronous time-slotted mode, where the
length of a time-slot is 7 seconds.
We assuiiie rhat 802.16 nodes are siafionuq (mounted on
3G base station towers) and there is no necessity to employ
dynamic power control. Thus? given a pair of fixed nodes and
stationary channel conditions, the capacity of the link between
the nodes is pre-determined and the link is always activated
at this rate using the optimal power level.
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In order to achieve the high rate required by the 3G
backhaid, w e firrther assiiine fhar the directional antenna is
icsed where possible as described in the previous section. Thus,
different 802.16 wireless links do not interfere with each other;
side-lobe interference can be avoided by placing the different
links at different heights in the 3G tower.
In the backhad of 3G data network. traffic typically traverses only between the RNC and different base stations (BS).
We locate the 802.16 base station with the RNC and an 802.16
subscriber station is co-located with every 3G base station. We
will refer the 802.16 base station as root node in the graph
from now on. For a given subscriber station v, there is a
demand d, to reach subscriber station 'o from the 802.16 base
station. We let D = ( d l ,da,
, dlvl) denote all demands. For
bursty data applicationsl the downlink traffic (from RNC to 3 6
base station) results in significantly higher bandwidth usage
than uplink traffic (for e.g., CDMA EV-DO has a peak rate of
2.4 Mbps downlink but only 384Kbps uplink). Thus, for the
rest of this paper, we ossurne thar the demands d, represeiit
peak denlrrhd in the donwliiik direction and the uplink demands
can be supported by appropriately sizing the Time Division
Duplex (TDD)behavior of 802.16, as long as the total demand
(uplink and downlink) on every link is bounded by .(e).
Further, the quality of service support in 802.16 can be used
to appropriately service delay sensitive traffic - for example,
the voice traffic can be scheduled using the TDM mode of
802.16, resulting in no delay jitter.
Note that the deployment cost of the proposed 802.16 network is mainly the sum of the cost of 802.16 baselsubscriber
stations and the cost of setting up each of the 1inks.Since the
802.16 stations are co-located with 3G base stations, they incur
very little additional cost. Each wireless link generally incurs
a fixed cost for the installation of the transmittedreceiver pair.
Therefore, the cost of using 802.16 as radio access network
is mainly determined by how many wireIess links needed to
be set up. In this paper. we cunsider the problem o f f ; d i n g
an 802.16 network with inintitiurn nuinber of links that can
achieve the given demands. Formally speaking. we want to
find G' = (V,E') where E' C_ E such that IE'I is minimiz,ed
subject to demands d, for all 'U E V being met. We will refer
to this as the Minimum Links Problem (MLP).
Theorem 1: Finding an 802.36 network of minimum number of links that can achieve a given set of demands is NP-hard.
PruoJ This can be proved by reducing the bin-packing
problem [15] to it. In the bin-packing problem, the goal is to
determine how a given number of objects (of different sizes)
can be placed into h e least number of fixed space bins. There
are several variants of the problems that are all NP-hard. We
reduce the following version of bin packing problem to the
MLP. Let define a set of objects with size SI,S Z , . . . , sr, and a
set of bins of capacity c. The number of bins is not bounded.
The goal is to put all objects into the least number of bins.
Obviously we have V i ?s.i 5 c. For such a bin-packing problem,
we construct a graph as shown in Figure 3. We create n nodes
b l , . . b, and attach them to node 0. The capacity of link
< 0, bi >, 1 5 i 5 n is c. In addition, for all object i with
size of si, we create a node with demand si. Node 0 is the
source for all demands. We connect s i , VJi to all bj with links
of infinite capacity. If we assume that a demand can only be
c a n i d by a single flow, the solution of finding a sub-graph of
~
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s2

Fig. 3.

Bin packing reduction

the least number of links that can deliver the given demands
implies a solution of the corresponding bin-packing problem.
In this case, the degrees of nodes 0%:1 4 i 5 n have to be
exactly one. Minimizing the total number of links can only
be done by minimizing the number of links connecting node
0 and b,, 1 5 j 5 R. Since each such link corresponds to a
bin. minimizing b e number of these links is to minimize the
number of bins.
However. the solutions of MLP allows that a demand can
be carried by multiple flows taking different paths. We now
further show that the best solution for the particular problem
reduced from bin-packing is obtained when every demand is
delivered by a single flow. Assume demand of node ut is
delivered by multiple flows in the best solution, i.e.. here are
muitiple bJ connected to node 0,.We can convert this to the
unsplitable flow version by picking a different b k such that
the residual capacity on link < 0, b k > is greater than s,. We
repiace all the links connecting to s, by links < b k , s, > and
< O,br; > (if it is not used by other flows). We now have a
solution with the same or less number of links.

v, M I N I M U M LINK TOPOLOGIES
In this section, we first demonstrate how to formulate MLP
as an 0-1 integer programming problem. Since the integer
programming cannot be solved in polynomial time, we present
a greedy algorithm that delivers close to optimal solution.

A. 0-1 integer programming
Let p denote a path that is consist of a set of links. p,
denotes all the possible paths from root node to node
gp
is the amount of traffic carried by path p . 2 , is a binary
variable that is 1 when ze is in the set of least number of
links otherwise 0. The MLP problem can be formulated as the
following integer program

min

x,
VeEE

!
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PickLeastLinks (G' = (V!ES):
D)
1. 'dv E v \ {s}
find P,, set of all paths in G' from s to
2. 4.1 = Cufl'CeQ:pEP,, 1, Qe E E,
3. 0 L . D = niaxeEE,7r(e)
4.

5.
6.

SUAI-POPULAKITI' = KEY,€E. .(e)
= SUiIP-POPULARITY - u ( e )
Sort all v E V \ { s } as

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

21

+ OLD

,U(.)

u l : v2: . . .

7.
8.

MLP-heuristic (G = (V:E ) :D )
1. Sort all links e E E as
el,eZ,. . . , e l ~ ls.t. ei 2 e] if i < j
2 . E , = {}, inin = +CO
3 . For i = 1 to [Et
4.
E , = E, U {e,}
5.
If there is at least one path from Y to all
R = PickLeastLinb(G" = ( yEs)!
D)
6.
7.
If R # {I and IRI < niin
min = \RI,minR = R
8.
9. EndFor
10. return minR

L=

s.t. d,, 2 dvj if i < j

11

For i = 1 to 11'1 - 1
Find p,;
minpEpvi
C(e)
and & i : e E p , ,
dUj I
r(e),Ve E E
If no such p,; can be found. return { }
'de E p,; \ L
* ( e ) = $e) - OLD
L. = L U pv,
EndFur
Sort all e E L as
el: e 2 : . . . elq s.t. ~ ( e i5) r [ e j ) if i < j
1

xeEp

~

17.
18.
19.

V

~

Fig. 5 . MLP Greedy Algorithm

uses less hops) tends to join stations that are far apart. while
high capacity links tend to use links joining stations that are
close together.
The basic algorithm, PickLeastLinks(), computes the minimum set of links needed to support the demand D given the
graph G'. It is a greedy algorithm that tries to combine the
first two preferences. shorter path for each individual demand
and more sharing of links among paths for different demands.
The details of the algorithm is described in Figure 4. MLP
Greedy algorithm described in Figure 5 is the main algorithm.
It tries to cater to the third preference (choosing high capacity
links over low capacity links) and uses the results of the basic
greedy algorithm to minimize the number of links used in

15. DO

16.
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For i = 1 to ILI
remove link e+ from L
reroute all flows that traverse link e,
If any flow cannot be rerouted, add ei io L

EndFor
20.
21. Until no link removed in the round
21. return L

MLP.
In order to encourage sharing of links among different paths,
we rank the links in a graph by a popularity metric. The
popularity of a link e, denoted u ( e ) , is initially the number of
paths that traverse the link among all possible paths that can
carry demands (lines 1-2 of Figure 4). The intuition is that the
higher the popularity of a link, the more likely it can be shared
among different paths. The goal of the greedy algorithm is then
to pick a path of fewer hops while using the more popular
links. This is done by converting the popularity metric U ( . ) to
an unpopularity meuic U(.) SUM-POPULARITY-U(.)
and treating G ( . ) as the cost of links (line 5). A standard
shortest path algorithm can then find the shortest path that
maximizes the popularity (line 9).
Our simulation evaluation suggests that the choice of
SUM-POPULARITY is not very important as long as it
is greater than the sum of the maximum of all popularities
and a constant OLD (explained next). Once a link has been
used by any path for satisfying a demand. the unpopularity is
reduced by OLD (line 11). OLD is a constant designed to
encourage the greedy algorithm to pick paths traversing links
that is already part of existing links. The larger the value of
O L D , the less likely a new link is picked. According to our
simulation results, setting OLD to be the maximum popularity
(line 3) is sufficient and there is no gain in using any greater
values.
Once a path has been picked for every demand. we further
improve the results by pruning the chosen set of links in the
previous step. This is done by first sorting the links in the
descending order according to the link bandwidth (line 14) .

The first constraint is to ensure that the aggregated traffic
from all flows traversing a links does not exceed the capacity
of the link if the link is in use. Otherwise the aggregated traffic
is zero. The second constraints states that the aggregated traffic
among flows from root node to node v at least satisfies the
demand of node W. The third constraint is to prevent a negativevalued flow and the last one ensures ze is a binary variable.
Unfortunately, the integer programming problem can be
solved for only small sized problems in practice because of the
integer requirements and the exponential number of variables.
We now describe our heuristic-based greedy algorithm for
solving MLP. We will use the integer programming to evaluate
the quality of solution yielded by the greedy algorithm when
the problem size is small.

7

B. Greedy algosirhm for M U
We have three main preferences in choosing a path for MLP
with the objective to use fewer links:
shortest path for each individual demand
share usage of links between different demands
choose high capacity links over low capacity links
Note that some of these preferences are inter-related (choosing
high capacity links allow more sharing etc.). On the other
hand, some preferences are conflicting. A shorter path (wbich
72

Starting from the link of the least bandwidth, we remove one
link at a time (line 17) . Once a link is removed, we try to
reroute all paths that traverse this link (line 18)+If alternatives
can he found for all the paths, we permanently remove the
link - otherwise we add the link back (line 19). We repeat
this process until some demand can not be satisfied upon the
removal of any single link.
We observed during the simulation that the presence of
too many low bandwidth links can result in reducing the
performance of PickLeasrLinb().The reason is that these low
bandwidth links provides too many choices to the greedy
algorithm. In addition, since the bandwidth of the wireless
links is inversely proportional to the square of the distance, the
path that uses these low bandwidth links tends to be shorter by
hop-count - this makes the link more likely to be chosen by
the greedy algorithm. However, the low bandwidth links can
be shared by fewer paths due to the capacity constraint which
ends up using more links. We propose that the MLP Greedy
Algorithm makes use of this observation by giving higher
preference to high bandwidth links. We sort the links according
to the link bandwidth in the decreasing order of bandwidth
(line 1 of Figure 5). We use the smallest connected subgraph
that contains the highest bandwidth links as the initial input
graph. After each computation by PickLLeastLinksO, the input
graph is expanded by adding the next largest link (line 4).
The minimum set of links returned by PickLeastLinb() over
all the different input graphs (line 6-8) is the output of MLP
Greedy algorithm.

VI. NODE AND LINK FAILURE RESISTANT TOPOLOGIES
In the previous section, we described our algorilhms for
finding the minimum number of links in an 802.16 network
that can satisfy a given set of demands. Since both the links

and the nodes can fail during network operation, in this
section, we investigate how to build a network with the least
number of Iinks that is resilient to a single link or node
failure. We first show that both the link-failure resistance and
node-failure resistant topology design problems are NP-hard.
We then formulate integer programming solutions for both
problems to solve them exactly. Since the integer programming
is not practical for large networks, we then propose greedy
algorithms for these two problems.
For a network G = ( V , E ) and given demands D =
( d l ! d z ; . . . , d u ) , our goal is to find the least number of links
such that the demands can always be satisfied even when there
is a single link or a single no root node failure, We refer the
problems as Minimizing number of Links Resilient to Link
failure Problem (MLRLP) and Minimizing number of Links
Resilient to Node failure Problem (MLRNP).
Tl1eor.m 2: Finding an 802.16 network of minimum number oE Iinks that can achieve a given set of demands even when
there is at most one link failure is NP-hard.
Pruuf: This can be proved by reducing the minimum
2-edge connected subgraph problem 11.51 to it. For a given
graph G' =
E ) , the goal of the minimum 2-edge connected
subgraph problem is to find a 2-edge connected spanning
subgraph G' = (V,E') such that the number of links IE'I
is minimized. Let us pick a node in G as the root node
and assign demands d l , d2: . . . djvl-l to the other nodes. We
further assign a capacity to each link that double the sum of

(v,

all demands. The solution of finding the minimum number
of links that can satisfy the demands even when there is a
single link failure implies a solution to the minimum 2-edge
connected subgraph problem. Obviousty if a graph is not 2edge connected, our resilience requirement cannot be met.
On the other hand, I f the resilience is not met, the graph is
definitely not 2-edge connected. This is because remove any
of the link. the graph much be disconnected.
I
77mrein 3: Finding an 802.16 network of minimum number of links that can achieve a given set of demands even when
there is at most one non base station node failure IS NP-hard.
Proof: This can be proved by reducing the minimum 2vertex connected subgraph problem [IS] to it. The reduction
is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2
I
The basic idea of both the integer programing snd the
greedy algorithms in this section is to not only pick a primary
path but also pick a disjoint backup path for each demand
such that the backup path has enough bandwidth to carry the
demands when the primary path is broken due to any single
link/node failure. Unlike the primary path, not all backup
paths are used at the same time. Thus, some of the backup
palhs can share their bandwidth. The intuition behind backup
bandwidth sharing can be explained as follows. In order to
handle a single linkhode failure, it is only necessary to reserve
enough bandwidth such that only flows affected by the single
linklnode failure can be rerouted. Therefore, if two flaws do
not share any linkdnode in the primary path, they can share
the same link(s) (and bandwidths) on the backup paths. The
resource needed per link is the maximum resource required
between the two Rows. Based on this observation, it is possible
to substantially reduce the amount of resource required for
backup paths and thus potentially the number of links.
A. 0-1 Integer programntiq? soliifion for MLRLP

The MLRLP can be formulated as the following integer
programming problem. The basic idea is to reserve enough
bandwidth on the links such that the affected flows can be
rerouted using reserved bandwidtb when there is a single link
failure.
min

x,
VeEE

5

r e r ( e ) Ye E

E

Where the P, and PL is the set of primary path and backup
palh for demand d,. The first constraint states that there is
enough bandwidth on backup paths when any single link fails.
The second constraint is to ensure that the sum of the total
traffic traversing a link and the capacity reserved on the link for
backup paths to handle any single link failure can not exceed
the link capacity if the link is in use, otherwise zero. The

PickLeastLinksResL (G' = (V,E s ) ,L, D )
1. Q2: E V \ {s)
find set of all paths in G" from s to U that
are link disjoint from primary path p , , F';,
2. u i e ) = C V E I ' C e E p : p E P : , 1, Ve E E,
,
3. OLD = n i a x e c ~u(e)
4. hfAX_POPULARJTY = ~ I ~ x ~ E. (E e, ) OLD
5 . f i ( e ) = 1\.IAS_POPULARITIr-.(e)
6. Ve E L ,

MLRLP-greedy (U = (V, E ) ,L , D )
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Sort all links as
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If there is at least one path from s to all U E
R -- PickLeastLinks(G' = (V:Es),
D)
6.
7.
If €2 f 0
R' = PickLeastLinksResL (G",R , D)
8.
If R' # {] and IR'I < iiiiii
min = R': minR.' = R'
9.
10. EndFor
11. return minR'
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Where the P, and Pi is the set of primary path and backup
path for demand 4,.
Tbe first constraint states that there is
gp

enough bandwidth on backup paths when any single node fails.
The second constraint is to ensure that the sum of the total
traffic traversing a link and the capacity reserved on the link
for backup paths to handle any single node failure can not
exceed the link capacity if the link is in use, otherwise zero.
The rest of the constraints is the same as in the previous integer
programming for MLP.
C. MLRLP Greedy Algorithm
In this section, we present our MLRLP greedy algorithm.
The approach is similar to the MLP presented in Section V-B
and differs mainly in the selection of backup paths.
We now derive the amount of capacity reservation required
when a link e is on the backup path of a set of demand 6 =

8.

L'

s.t. d,;

2 dCj if i < j

= {}

9 . For i = 1 to IVJ - 1
10.
Find & = niinpEpi C e E p G ( eand
) Ve E p:,,

+
CvEVo:'(v) 5
If no such pLi can be found, return {}
Ve E & \ L \ L'. a ( e ) = G ( e ) - O L D
L' = L' up,,
13.
14. EndFor
1s. return L'
c ~ ~ V : d,~ Emasve'+e
~ ~

.(e)

11.
12.

rest of the constraints is the same as in the previous integer
programming for MLP.

min

Sort all

2 1 1 > 7 ' 2 : . . . , vlvIpl

Fig. 6 . MLRLP Greedy AIgorithm

B. 0-1 Iiiteger progrumrning solution far MLRNP
In the case of MLRNP, we have to reserve enough bandwidth for a single node failure. Let A(u) denote the links
attached to node U and N ( p ) to denote the set oE nodes on
path p . The MLRNP can be formulated as the following integer
programming problem. using a similar idea as in Section VIA.

u ( e ) = u ( e ) - OLD
7: E V \ {s} as

7.

Fig. 7.

PickLeastLinksResL

(dui ,cl,,, . . . &,). Let @ ' ( v ) denote the amount of capacity
needed to be reserved on link e for demand d, when link e'
fails. Thus, @ ( U ) = 0 when e' is not on the primary path for
demand d,, i.e., e' $2 p v ; otherwise 8$(z) = d,. The capacity
reservation on link e is mazv,t#,
B$(V).
The detailed algorithm is presented in Figures 6 and 7.
The MLRLP greedy algorithm, similar to the MLP greedy
algorithm, sorts the l i n k in decreasing order of their capacities
(line 1 of Figure 6 ) and then adds one link at a time (line 4)
and executes the following: a) it first places all primary paths
using the greedy PickLeamLinkf.) (line 6) presented in the
previous section. b) it then calls PickLeasrsLinkAesLf.) to find
the backup paths (line 7). This process is repeated until all the
links are added and then the solution of PickLeastLitzksResL(.)
that returns the least number of links added is retumed.
The function PickLeasrLirzksResL(,l first finds all the link
disjoint paths J'L from the primary pu for every demand d,
(line 1 of Figure 7). Each link is weighted with popularity
that is the number of paths in U V ~ ~ VP\ {that
~ ) traverse the
link '(line 2). Similarly as in MLP-heuristic, we convert the
popularity metric, a,(.)$to an unpopularity metric, U(.),for
each link (line 5). In order to encourage the paths using less
new links, all the links that are part of any primary path are
awarded with an additional popularity value, OLD (line 6 ) .
For each demand, a shortest path algorithm is executed (line
10) that treats unpopularity as the link cost and finds a backup
path o f less hops and that traverses more shared links without
violating the capacity constraint (the sum of the capacity used
by all primary paths traverse the link and the reserved capacity
for backup paths does not exceed the total link capacity). Once
a backup path is chosen, all the links on the path receive a

6

s represents the root node
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Fig. 9. Geographical locations of base stations

9. For d = 1 to ]VI - 1
10.
Find pLi = minpEp, CeEp
E(e) and Ye E &,
c " E v : o E p , do+

VII. EVALUATION
The map of base station layout that we use for the perforIf no such pLi can be found. return { }
11.
mance evaluation of our algorithms is presented in Figure 9. It
Ve E ph, \ I, \ L', fi.(e)= ~ ( e-)OLD
12.
is part of a 3G network operated by one of the major service
13.
L' = L' Up,,
providers in United States. All these base stations connect to
14. EndFor
the RNC through wireline such as Tl/T3. We evaluate the
15. retum L'
number of wireless links required when we replace the wireline network with a 802.16 wireless network. The longitude
Fig. 8. PickLeasLinksResN
and latitude distances are all relative to a reference point.
Note the Iocation of the reference point is not important. Only
the distances among base stations matter in our simulation.
popularity award OLD (line 12) through which the subsequent There are a total of 34 nodes in the map. It is well known
backup paths are encouraged to use existing links when there that the signal strength is inversely proportional to the square
of the distance. Therefore we assume the transmission rate
is enough residual capacity.
Note that there is an inleresting trade-off between sharing of a wireless links is inversely proportional to the square
links among primary paths and sharing bandwidth among of the distance. We set the maximum transmission range of
backup paths. While in the choice of primary paths, we would a wireless link to be 20Km. This gives us a total of 463
like to reduce the total number of links by sharing as many bidirectional links. The link capacities are normalized such
links as possible, the backup paths for these primary paths that they range from 2.53 (longest link) to 2180 (shortest
that are sharing links, cannot share bandwidth. Finally, in this link) units. We assume the RNC is connected to one of the
algorithm, we only consider flows going in a single direction nodes, called the roof node, using a wired link (such as
and assume that the failure in one direction does not affect the OC3) - this allows the RNC to be located far away from the
base stations, for example, in a central office. We consider
failure of the other direction.
the sensitivity of choosing the root node in our evaluation.
The rest of the nodes are 3G base stations which demands
D. MLRNP greedy algorithm
traffic from the RNC. We assume that the demands of each
The MLRNP greedy algorithm is very similar to that for base station is uniformly distributed between 0 and Mmload.
MLRLP. The heuristic in Figure 6 can be used for MLRNP Three different load conditions are experimented with, low
if we replace Pic~LeastLinksResL()withPickLeastLirzksResNo() load (MaxLoad=l)? medium load (MaxLoad=6) and high load
in Figure 8 . There are two major differences betwe&' Pick- (MaxLoad=l2.0).
LeastLinbResL() with PickLeastLinksResN(). First, the sei
All our algorithms are implemented in C. The integer proof backup paths F'; for a demand d , using primary path gramming is solved using a public domain software lpsolve
p , are the paths from root node to v that do not share that allows u s to specify that certain variables must be integers.
any node with the primary path. Second, the bandwidth
reservation required for backup paths should be valued dif- A. Evaluation of MLP Greedy Algorithm
ferently. Lets assume a link e is on the backup paths of
We first evaluate the PickLeasrLindcs() algorithm and show
a se1 of paths P = { p u u l , p , 2 ;,.. , p ( w k ) } carrying demand how the results are improved when using MLP,Greedy().
6 = { d,, ,d,, . . . ,d v k } .t9r(v) denotes the backup bandwidth Figures 10 and 11 show how the number of links found by
reservation required for demand d , when node U fails. A(u) PickLeastLinksC) vanes with increasing size of the input graph
denotes the links that are adjacent to node a. t9F(v) is 0 when G. First, note that the algorithm does not strictly decrease
t i is not on the primary path p,, otherwise @:(U)
= d,.
the number of links needed even though the smaller input
The totaI capaciiy needed for backup paths on link e is graph is a proper subset of the larger input graph. Second,
the performance can change rapidly with the addition of new
m a x V v g A ( u ) &,EP
Bt(v).
maxvw,e$A(w)

C V j w ~ y 5 7.je)
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link(s). These observations are explained as follows. As the
number of links increases, the algorithm has a larger choice
of shortest paths and may end up picking the “wrong” path.
Hence. a larger input graph can degrade performance. On
the other hand, the addition a new link sometimes provides
necessary connectivity between bottleneck nodes, resulting in
a path that can be routed more efficiently with less links.
Therefore. the MLP_Greedy()algorithm that we propose grows
the input graph sequentially, link by link. and outputs the
minimum number of links found by PickLeastLinkr() among
all different input graphs.
We now evaluate the performance of the MLP Greedy by
comparing its solution with the optimal solution yielded by using integer programming. However, the integer programming
can be solved in reasonable time (days) only for small size
problems, Le, a small network. As a result, we artificially
reduce the original network size by reducing the maximum
transmission range of each wireless link from 20km to 5km so
that we can compare the solution of the MLP Greedy algorithm
with the optimal solution. This is identical to removing the
long range low bandwidth links from the original network and
results in a network of 51 bidirectional links, that is a subset
of the original network which had a total of 463 links.
Figures 12 and 13 shows the number of links obtained from
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Fig. 13. Integer programming vs. MLP Greedy algorithm (small network
high load)

both the integer programming and the MLP Greedy algorithm
when different nodes are picked as the root node for the case of
medium load and high load demands, respectiveky. The root
nodes are sorted according to its optimal solution to make
the figures easier to read. Note that the absolute minimum
number of links required, without capacity constraint is to
simply form a tree connecting all 34 nodes using 33 links. It
can be observed for the medium load case that MLP Greedy’s
performance is identical or fairly close to the optimum solution
in alnrosr all [he cases. When the load is increased, the
performance gap between MLP Greedy and optimal widens a
little, bui MLP Greedy is still reasonably close to the optimal
solution (within 2 links of optimal up to the first 13 different
root nodes). It is clear from these figures that the number of
links needed depends strongly on the root node selected. In
fact for a few high load cases, no solution is found by MLP
Greedv This tells us that if rhere is a choice of nodes lhat
rhe RNC can be connected IO, one can select a “good” root
node based on the minimum number. of links returned by the

’.

MLP Greedv algorithm.
Lastly, we present the results of MLP Greedy when the
2That is why there is less paints in Figure 13 than in Figure 12
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maximum transmission range is 2 0 h , thus, on the much
larger original network, for both medium load and high load
in Figures 14 and 15 respectively. Even after several days
of running the integer programming solution, we obtained
no solution and thus only the results for MLP Greedy are
presented. Comparing the results of Figures 14 and 15 with
Figures 12 and 13, we can see that the qriali9 of the greedy

7 when PickLeasfLinkResL(.)is used. The range of G shown
is those where a solution can be found, which starts when G
has more than 150 hi-directional links. For the low load case,
the number of Iinks needed is the number of links necessary
to make the graph two-connected, which is 52. Compared to
the case of a pure ring topology, which requires the minimum

algorithm is improved when the network size is increased

number of Iinks, 34 to support single link failure, 18(52 - 34)
additional links may appear as high overhead. However, this is
not the case for our problem domain because of the following
three reasons. First, typically a ring traversing all the nodes
is not possible in our network given the wireless transmission
range constraints. Second, a ring structure can be used onIy
if the capacity of every link is equal or greater than the sum
of all the demands - this is typically not possible over the
limited bandwidth wireless links. Third, a ring structure has
very long primary and backup paths which is not preferred in
this problem domain since the access network delays would
be excessively large,
For the case of medium load, the links needed increases
from 52 to only 55. Notice that the minimum number of links
required obtained for the low load and medium load cases are
from very different initial graphs, G. For the low load case,
the minimum number of links is found over a large range of

as there ore more links fo choose from. Moreover, some

infeasible problems in the smaller network case now become
feasible in the original larger network. This is because the
MLP Greedy algorithm tries input graphs of different sizes
(sorted by the link bandwidths) and produces either the same
or better solution in a Iarge network when the small network
is a subset of the large one.

B. Evaharion of MLRLP/MLRNP Greedy Algorithms
In this section, we consider the problem of designing an
802.16-based radio access network topology that is resistant
to link or node failures. Since the MLRLP and MLRNP
algorithms use similar heuristics, we only present the results
for the MLRLP algorithm that handles link failures. The results
of MLRNP algorithm are similar.
Figures 16 and 17 show how the number of links needed
vary with increasing size of the input graph G for the root node
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of the wireless backhaul in terms of limited connectivity,
bandwidth etc., the two-connectivity solution provided by
MLRLP greedy algorithm has a topology with significantly
less than twice the number of links needed to construct a ring
topology.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed designing an IEEE 802.16based wireless radio access network to carry traffic in the 3G
hackhaul network between base stations and radio network
controller. Specifically. we tackled the following question.
Given a network layout (base stations and base station controllers), how should the backhaul topology be designed such
that the number of 802.16 links used can be minimized while
meeting the expected demands of traffic between base stations
and radio network controller?
We first showed that the optimal solutions to this problem
and its variants are NP-hard. The optimization problems
are formulated as Integer Programming problems. We then
designed the h4LP greedy algorithm that performed close to
the optimal solution for the case with no link failure when we
evaluated the algorithm using a 3G base station layout from a
major US. provider. Next, we considered the issue of link or
node failure in the 802.16 network and designed algorithms
(MLRLPMLRNP Greedy) to find topologies that can handle
single failure effectively. Using simulation, we found that the
MLRLP greedy algorithm was able to design a topology with
significantly less than twice the number of links needed in
constructing a ring topology (if it is feasible), while handling
the demands subjected to possible single link failure.

Root node
Fig. IS.

,

Number of Links Needed art Root Node (Medium Load)

G‘ hut for the medium load case, the hest solution occurs only
when G is just large enough to obtain a solution. For the high
load case, as can be expected, there is no feasible solution for
accommodating the demands for the backup paths so rhat the
topology can be made link failure resistant.
Similar to the MLP Greedy algorithm. Figures 16 and
17 suggest that the best solution obtained from PickLeastLinkResL(.) is when some lower bandwidth links are ignored
from the input graph. This is the motivation for our MLRLP
Greedy() which adds one link at a time to the input graph and
outputs the solution of PickLeastLinkResU.) with minimum
links.
Finally. Figure 18 shows how the number of links needed
varies with different choices of the root nodes for low and
medium load cases. The case for low load is shown to serve
as the base case for how many links are necessary to simply
provide two connectivity with fewer capacity constraints. On
average, 19.2 links are needed to provide the extra connectivity
during link failures. In order to support traffic generated by
the medium load case, 6.1 additional links over the IOW load
case are required on the average.
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